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Introduction
NHS England commissioned the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) Health Informatics Unit (HIU) to
undertake a study to better understand the needs of service users in relation to personal health
records (PHRs) and the implications for providers, clinicians and commissioners.
This is one of six documents that explore findings from the study in the form of user journeys.
The user journeys have been created for those who commission, develop and implement PHRs. They
are intended to present the issues raised in the user insights project from the perspective of the
patient and in an easy-to-digest format. It is hoped that the user journeys will help to demonstrate
the opportunities that PHRs present and to aid understanding of the needs of those who are using
them.
Each user journey is presented in three formats: a narrative (that highlights key points), a matrix and
an audio recording that can be found via the RCP HIU webpages. These formats complement each
other and it is advised that they are reviewed together.
Each user journey draws out the user’s thoughts, feelings, actions and needs along their PHR
journey. Each journey focuses on a different type of condition and situation. It is important to note
that the learning points from each journey often apply across all PHR users.
•

Jo’s journey explores her insights from using a PHR in her mental health recovery journey.

•

Josh and Michelle’s journey explores their insights from a PHR that supports Josh, who is a
young boy with complex needs.

•

Frank’s journey explores his insights from using a hospital PHR to manage and maintain his
health after he finished treatment for prostate cancer.

•

Tim’s journey explores the insights on a PHR of someone who has high blood pressure but
does not experience symptoms and considers himself to be very healthy.

•

Brenda’s journey explores her experience when her PHR was not meeting her expectations
or needs.

•

Sugra’s journey explores her insights from using her PHR to manage her condition following
her diagnosis.

The user journeys are based on a constructed patient telling their story. They are amalgamated from
patient records or existing PHRs. The journeys have been created from analysis of nine focus groups
and 21 interviews with PHR users, former users and non-users, to illustrate their thoughts,
experiences and needs; and six interviews with clinicians and social care professionals. The user
journeys are grounded in the data.
The user journeys are not a summary of the full findings: the full findings, published in 2017, can be
found on the RCP HIU webpages.
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Brenda’s journey – summary
Brenda has rheumatoid arthritis and she has lived with it for 20 years. She is under the care of a
rheumatology team. At her latest appointment, Brenda was happy to say that she had been keeping
well. When she was leaving her nurse, Mark, asked whether she wanted to try a new online PHR.
•

Brenda was enthusiastic about using the PHR prior to adopting it. She likes to do what
she can to look after herself and she thought that the PHR would support her in this.

•

The first login took 20 minutes. Brenda doesn’t know why.

•

Brenda was expecting her records section to hold all her health records. It didn’t.

•

The health information was not relevant to Brenda’s type of arthritis, and her test
results were not presented in a way that she could understand.

•

The symptom checker did not work as Brenda needed and, before she stopped using the
PHR, she had to keep some paper records too to provide the whole picture.

•

Some of Brenda’s test results disappeared from her PHR without notice.

•

Brenda’s motivation to use the PHR deteriorated with every use, as new problems arose.

•

Brenda’s dissatisfaction with the way the PHR’s functions worked led her to abandon it.
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Brenda’s journey – full story
Introduction to the PHR and initial thoughts
Mark described the PHR to Brenda. He said that it would allow her to do a number of things such as
see her health records; see information and latest research on arthritis; see her test results; message
her care team; and complete symptom checkers. Brenda is interested in doing what she can to keep
well and she likes new gadgets, so she willingly signs up. She also hopes that it will mean fewer visits
to the hospital.
•

Brenda feels that it will be convenient to be able to see her records and results from
home.

•

She feels that it will help her to keep well, especially the symptom checker.

•

She is impressed with the description of the functions and she looks forward to using it.

Preparation for adopting the PHR – period from decision to adopt the PHR until starting to use it
On the way home from her appointment, Brenda reads the leaflet that she is given. She is confident
in her IT skills and she can’t see that it will be difficult for her to use.
•

Brenda feels confident that she can use the PHR.

Adoption – period covering the first 4 weeks of use
Later that evening, Brenda logs in. It takes her 20 minutes. She doesn’t know what she is doing
wrong (if anything) and she gets increasingly frustrated. Eventually she manages to get into the
record. The first thing that Brenda does is check her medical records. She has always been a little
curious about what is recorded about her, especially in the early years post diagnosis. What she sees
disappoints her. Only half her records are there. Mark didn’t explain how much of her records she
would see, so she doesn’t know whether there is a glitch and the rest will appear, or if this is it. Next,
Brenda goes to the page that shows her test results. She is relieved to see that all the test results
that she has had at that hospital are there. However, Brenda doesn’t know what they mean. She
sees what the clinician sees, but she doesn’t have the clinician’s knowledge and so she can’t
interpret them. Brenda has access to more information now and she is more curious about what the
results mean. She researches on Google but she is none the wiser and so she gives up.
•

Brenda feels frustrated that the system does not allow her to do what it promised.

•

She feels annoyed that it took so long to log in.

•

She is disappointed that her records aren’t complete.

•

Brenda feels frustrated that she cannot interpret her results fully.

Unmet expectations
Brenda starts to feel unwell. She is in a lot of pain. She starts to use the symptom checker. It is
straightforward and it gives an immediate score. Brenda decides to complete it twice a day (morning
and evening) because she recognises that she feels some symptoms more strongly in the morning
and others in the evening. After a few days Brenda notices that the symptom checker tracker is
showing one score only per day. She investigates further and she realises that the tracker contains
information for the evening score only. All her data for the morning score were scrapped because
the tracker only captures the latest data in a day. Brenda is really disappointed: she is unable to
track her symptoms in the way she wants.
Brenda visits the section on arthritis information and research. Again, she is disappointed. It contains
links to websites that require further ‘click throughs’ and it provides generic information that is not
relevant to her experience of the condition. Brenda was hoping to find information that is tailored to
her type of arthritis and the latest research. She learns nothing new.
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Brenda has an appointment coming up with Mark, and she will raise her issues with him then.
•

Brenda feels disappointed that the symptom tracker does not work in the way she
expected.

•

She is frustrated that she has wasted her time completing the tracker in the morning.

Further disappointments
Brenda meets with Mark and she reports her frustrations with the new system, particularly the
symptom tracker. Mark tells her that having the symptom tracker capture symptoms twice a day is
not a priority for the development team, so it will stay as it is for now. Brenda is furious.
Brenda decides that from now on she will just have to readjust her expectations and use the app for
what she can. Mark helps her to read her test results.
Brenda continues to use the app to track her symptoms in the evening and to check her test results.
She uses a paper version of the symptom checker to track how she is feeling in the morning. It isn’t
ideal, but she perseveres.
A few evenings after a blood test, Brenda logs in to see her results. She notes them and moves on to
the page that shows a graph of her blood results over time. What she sees surprises her. The
hospital has deleted all of her results from more than 1 year ago.
Brenda feels that the doctors are not listening to her in terms of what she needs from the PHR. She
thinks that the idea was good but the delivery has been lacking. She stops using the PHR for anything
except checking her latest test results.
•

Brenda feels furious to be told her needs are not a priority.

•

She is inconvenienced by having to keep paper records.

•

Brenda feels that she is not being listened to.

•

She feels angry that the hospital has wiped content without telling her.

•

Brenda is frustrated with the whole thing.
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Brenda’s journey matrix
Brenda, aged 53, runs a cosmetics company and she employs five people. She has rheumatoid arthritis and has lived with it for 20 years. She is under the care of a rheumatology team. At her latest appointment, Brenda was happy to
say that she had been keeping well. When she was leaving her nurse, Mark, asked whether she wanted to try a new online personal health record (PHR).

•
•
Doing

Thinking

1. Introduction to PHR
(day 1)
Attends routine appointments
with the rheumatology team
Has a meeting after an
appointment with Mark, a nurse,
who introduces her to her PHR

•

2. Preparation for adoption
(day 1)
Reads a leaflet given to her by Mark
on her way home from the
appointment

‘This is right up my street. It will help
me to keep track of my symptoms.’

‘This seems straightforward and
requires minimal input to set up.’

‘I wonder what they’ve written about
me over the years.’

‘I like access to latest research; I am
always keen to learn about what else I
could be doing.’

‘This will be easier than trying to keep
my own paper records.’
‘I’m impressed; I’ll give this a go – It
should be useful when I’m unwell.’

Impressed
Curious

‘It will be handy to access what I need
when I am travelling for work or on
holiday.’

Relieved that there appears to be a
straightforward login system

Feeling

Pattern of PHR
use
Satisfaction with
the PHR

User’s needs for
the PHR

•
•
•

3. Adoption and early use
(week 1)
Logs in to her PHR after work – it
takes her 20 minutes
Looks up her medical records
Looks up her test results

‘Why isn’t this working? I know how to
use a computer; there are too many
‘hubs’, how do I know which one is
mine?’
‘Erm, where are my records from the
last hospital I attended? They said my
medical records would be available, not
‘some of them’ – is it just my records
that are incomplete or is it the same for
others too?’
‘What is the point of giving me test
results if I don’t know what they mean?’

4. Unmet expectations
(month 6)
• Works from home because she
experiences a flare up
• Completes the symptom checker
twice per day
• Looks up the research section of the
PHR
• Checks the blood test results tracker
‘Why am I wasting my time? The morning
symptom entry is deleted when I
complete the evening entry – I have
different symptoms in the morning to
evening, so I need to track both.’

•
•
•

5. Further disappointments
(month 7)
Attends appointment with the
rheumatology team, and sees Mark
Feeds back negative aspects of the
PHR
Logs on at home and sees some of
her historic test results have gone

‘What is the point of feeding back – my
needs aren’t a “priority”.’
‘I’ll just have to lower my expectations.’
‘Why am I keeping two systems for
tracking symptoms – paper in the
morning and computer in the evening?’

‘This has taught me nothing new; the
research isn’t even relevant to my type of
‘I can’t believe they wiped the data?
arthritis – I’ve read better stuff on
I’ve had this for 20 years – what use is
Google.’
12 months of blood tests to me?’
‘I give up, it isn’t worth it.’

Frustrated that the system does not
allow her to do what she feels she was
promised it could
Annoyed that it took so long to log in
Disappointed that her records aren’t
complete
Frustrated that she cannot interpret her
results fully

Disappointed that the symptom tracker
does not allow her to record her
symptoms more than once a day
Frustrated that she cannot find research
tailored to her condition

Furious to be told her needs around the
symptom checker are not a priority
Inconvenienced by keeping a paper
record of symptoms in the morning
Not listened to
Angry that her test results have been
wiped without her consent

Not applicable

Not applicable

Once

Once

Once

High

High

Low

Low

Low

•

•

•

•
•
•

Identify the specific functions that
will be of use to the patients and
how they will be of use; for
example, explain why access to
records or the symptom checker
will be useful to her specifically

•

PHR accounts set up by the care
team prior to use by the patient, or
a simple set-up process that can be
explained in a short leaflet
Recognition that some patients are
time poor and will need no more
than simple, easy-to-read literature
to take away, especially if their
condition is already being selfmanaged and the PHR does not
represent a significant change in
care delivery

•
•

Log in for the first time at the clinic
when introducing the patient to the
PHR – once logged in, use the help
and provide feedback
Set realistic expectations for the
user – identify where the records
will be incomplete
Present test results in a way that is
accessible to patients – what they
mean and what patients should be
looking out for; present this
information on the same page as
the results, so patients are not
working between two screens

•

Accessing test results
•
Tracking test results
Functions that are based around the
•
needs of the patient
The section that contains information
and research on a condition provides
information that is relevant/related
to the condition of the user
•

Make it easy for patients to provide
feedback on how to improve the
PHR and respond to it
Communicate clearly with patients
when making changes to their
content or the structure of the
PHR, taking into account that there
could be long periods of time when
they don’t log in
Involve users in the ongoing design
and development of the PHR

Please note that the user journeys are based on a constructed patient telling their story. They are an amalgam of real patients or existing PHRs. The journeys have been created from analysis of nine focus groups and 27 interviews with
PHR users, former users and non-users to illustrate their thoughts, experiences and needs. The user journeys are grounded in qualitative data.

